In 2015, Yole Développement published its first report on the camera module industry and mentioned the immaturity of the ecosystem with numerous small players especially for module assembly. Now the dust has settled and giant camera module players have emerged such as LG Innotek, Semco, Foxconn Sharp, O-Film and Sunny Optical. This 2017 edition is giving you the insights into the trajectory of the industry and of more than 30 players serving mobile and other applications such as automotive and security.

Historically one could differentiate the faith of camera module market from the sub parts such as the image sensor, the lens and the autofocus or optical image stabilization system (Voice Coil Motors - VCM). It seems that differentiated growth has now ended and every sub segment is enjoying almost equal benefit from the rising market tide. This convergence is in part due to the end of quasi-monopoly from Sony in the image sensor sub-segment now joined by Samsung and Omnivision. The story is very similar for Largan Precision in the lens set sub-segment which is now facing renewed competition from Sunny Optical, Kantatsu and Genious Optical. The last sub-domain of our interest in this report is VCMs. The growth of VCM companies has been undercut by dire structuration efforts. We had mentioned the inability of the VCM to serve the demand in the mobile market. Price pressures have changed the face of competition with competitors such as Mitsumi and Shichoh which were forced out and new players such as New Shichoh and Jawha to take center stage.
On the mobile front camera side, the impact of selfies has been increasing the performance and cost of camera devices. Now Apple and Samsung are coming out with dual front camera setup incorporating biometric capability and also adding a 3D sensing user interface for Apple. Those innovations are game changing as they explain the enormous increase in camera module content per smartphone. While 2 cameras were needed few years ago, now the new normal in the high end of mobile is to have 4 cameras, 2 on both sides. With a gross average cost of $6 per camera it is quite easy to understand we left a world of $12 per smartphone (in 2015) and have entered a world in the range of $24 worth of camera module per smartphone.

This vision is currently being implemented by most OEMs and while the smartphone industry is entering into a more modest growth pattern due to maturity, the camera module industry is not slowing down its pace thanks to volume demand, sustained prices and a technology driven environment.

**AUTOMOTIVE CAMERA MODULES ARE REACHING $2 BILLIONS IN REVENUE AND ARE NOW WELL BEYOND EMERGENCE**

While 2016 has been a crazy year for automotive camera modules as it paused for a quarter and ended with the $15B purchase of Mobileye by Intel. The “explosive” growth pattern is maintained with 20% CAGR predicted for 2016-2022. In this context, the balance of power has gradually switched from the camera module makers who may have discussed directly with the OEMs, now replaced by the tier ones such as Bosch, Continental and Autoliv that do not necessarily manufacture the camera module themselves. Most camera module makers are in fact part of this game as tier twos.

Automotive cameras are part of a bigger picture of automotive electronics, ADAS and automated driving. They have hugely benefited from the infrastructure left by Digital Still Camera (DSC) manufacturers and the know-how developed from mobile camera modules. The direct consequence has been the dramatic decrease in average selling prices (ASP) as we expect it to cross the $20 line in 2017.

Technology wise we do also see much more maturity in the way automotive camera modules are build. As standardization is fostering competition, we expect more players to enter the fray. Today we are witnessing a duopoly on the image sensor side from ON Semiconductor and Omnivision. The link between image acquisition and image analysis is very strong in ADAS where ultimately all automotive cameras will be categorized. One of the big question is the future compatibility of vision processors and the evolution in market dominance of vendors such as Intel Mobileye.
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